




Nature-based 

solutions for business

The What and the Why

17 June 2021

10:00 – 11:30 CET

16:00 – 17:30 CET  



Today's objectives

❖ Understand what Nature-based Solutions (NbS) are and how 

they can help overcome societal and business challenges,

including climate and disaster risks

❖ Be inspired by a business' experience to integrate NbS

❖ Be introduced to the IUCN Global Standard for NbS as a means 

to implement high-quality NbS
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A few “house rules”

Make sure to be 

joining us through 

Zoom app or 

computer

Please change your 

username to your full name 

and (organization)

E.g. John Doe (WBCSD)

Please submit comments 

or questions in the chat 

function

This session is being 

recorded and you will be 

muted

Be prepared for some interactivity: 

We’ll be using polling Qs.



Agenda
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Time (CET) Session

16:00 – 16:10 Welcome & introductions

16:10 – 16:30 Setting the scene – the what & the why for NbS (WBCSD)

16:30 – 16:40 Questions and reflections

16:40 – 16:50 Business applications of NbS – Arup

16:50 – 17:00 Questions and reflections

17:00 – 17:10 Principles for implementing high-quality NbS (IUCN)

17:10 – 17:15 Questions and reflections

17:15 – 17:20 We Value Nature & Network Nature Platforms (Oppla)

17:20 -17:30 Wrap up & next steps (Katia & Karen)

17:30 End of 1st workshop



Your support team today 
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Katia Bonga

WBCSD / WVN

Manager, 

Redefining Value

James Smith

WBCSD

Manager, Natural 

Climate Solutions

Gerard Bos

IUCN

Director, Global Business and 

Biodiversity Program

Jonelle Simunich

Arup

Senior Foresight Strategist

Nathalie Doswald

UNEP

EbA & Eco-DRR 

Expert

Karen Sudmeier-Rieux

UNEP

Senior Advisor, DRR

Jonathan Porter

Oppla

Coordinator



Workshop material – Factsheet & Presentation slides
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Both 

resources will 

be available 

on WVN’s 

platform



Useful resources
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Report available here

Report available here

https://www.wbcsd.org/Programs/Food-and-Nature/Nature/Nature-Action/Resources/Accelerating-business-solutions-for-climate-and-nature-Report-I-Mapping-nature-based-solutions-and-natural-climate-solutions
https://portals.iucn.org/library/node/49070


Introductions



Mentimeter question 

Which sector 

do you 

represent?
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Mentimeter question 

How familiar 

are you with 

NbS?
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Introductions 

• Please tell us more by sharing :

• Company, title, where you are based

• Any specific expectation(s) or early questions for today?
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Setting the scene –
the WHY for NBS

Katia Bonga
WBCSD

Manager, 

Redefining Value
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Business is ready to step up investment in nature 

Link to video: 
https://www.wbcsd.org/Programs/Clim

ate-and-Energy/Climate/Natural-

Climate-

Solutions/Resources/Business-is-

ready-to-step-up-investment-in-nature

https://www.wbcsd.org/Programs/Climate-and-Energy/Climate/Natural-Climate-Solutions/Resources/Business-is-ready-to-step-up-investment-in-nature


The scale of the challenge ahead…
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By Graeme MacKay



The global risk landscape has changed

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Asset price collapse Extreme weather

Slowing Chinese 
economy (<6%)

Climate action failure

Chronic disease
Human-made environmental 
disasters

Financial crisis Infectious diseases

Global governance 
gap

Biodiversity

Asset price collapse Infectious diseases

Retrenchment from 
globalization 
(developed)

Climate action failure

Oil price spike
Weapons of mass 
destruction

Chronic disease
Biodiversity loss

Fiscal crises Natural resources crises
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Business depends on & impacts natural capital
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1. All businesses 

impact and depend

upon natural capital. 

2. This relationship delivers costs 

and benefits back to 

themselves and to society. 

3. These in turn lead to risks 

and opportunities to 

business & the finance sector

1

2

3



Major reports sound the alarm for urgent actions
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• The rapid decline of the natural world is a crisis even 
bigger than climate change - IPBES, Global 
Assessment Report on Biodiversity and Ecosystem 
Services (2019)

• Business will not achieve climate commitments 
unless they address nature loss

• We need investments in NbS that are positive for 
nature, climate & society

• Business urgently needs an ‘apex’ Science-Based 
Target for Nature

• Nature is cross-cutting – all sectors must play a role to 
revert impacts on nature and avoid further nature loss

WBCSD 

Business 

summary 

WBCSD 

Business 

summary 

WBCSD 

Business 

summary 

WBCSD 

Business

summary 

Why should business care about nature? Why should we scale up business action for Nature? 

https://ipbes.net/global-assessment
https://www.wbcsd.org/Programs/Food-and-Nature/Food-Land-Use/Resources/New-Nature-Economy-Series-Chapter-1-Nature-Risk-Rising
https://www.wbcsd.org/Programs/Food-and-Nature/Resources/2019-IPBES-Biodiversity-and-Ecosystems-Services-report-Business-Summary
https://www.wbcsd.org/Programs/Food-and-Nature/Resources/World-Economic-Forum-s-WEF-second-report-of-the-New-Nature-Economy-Report-Business-Summary
https://docs.wbcsd.org/2020/05/WBCSD-Business-Summary-Dasgupta-report.pdf
https://www.wbcsd.org/Programs/Food-and-Nature/Resources/Dasgupta-Review-on-the-Economics-of-Biodiversity-2021-Business-Summary
https://docs.wbcsd.org/2020/05/WBCSD-Business-Summary-Dasgupta-report.pdf


The WHAT of NBS for 
addressing issues of 
disaster risk, climate, 
nature and equity 
crises? 

James Smith
WBCSD

Manager, Natural 

Climate Solutions

Nathalie Doswald
UNEP

EbA & Eco-DRR Expert



Nature and Climate
Inextricably linked
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Biodiversity 
loss

Climate 
Change



Achieving Paris goals:
Natural Climate Solutions (NCS)
• Paris target of 1.5°C (or below 2°C)

• Decarbonization of entire economy required

• Remove carbon from the atmosphere

• Natural Climate Solutions can do this NOW:
➢ At scale
➢ Low cost
➢ Deliver vast co-benefits

• NCS can provide 1/3rd of the cost-effective 
emissions reductions needed by 2030

• Failure means reliance on unproven, more 
expensive, technological solutions
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>30% near-term 
opportunity

Protecting nature = emissions reductions

Restoring nature = carbon removals
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What are “Natural Climate Solutions”?



Corporate Action:
Reaching Net Zero

• NCS contribute:
• 1. Internal decarbonization
• 2. Neutralization
• 3. Optional Compensation
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WBCSD: “Set an ambition to reach Net Zero GHG emissions no later than 2050 and have a science-
informed plan to achieve it, that can include Natural Climate Solutions and other carbon removal 
solutions.”



Corporate Action:
Nature in a Net Zero pathway
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NCS: emissions reductions 
Grasslands:

Forests:

NCS: emissions removals 
(sequestration)

NCS: emissions reductions AND removals

Corporate climate commitments mechanism to ↗ investment in NCS

Support co-benefits for biodiversity conservation and local communities



Corporate Action:
Nature in a Net Zero pathway
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NCS for GHG emissions reductions:

• AFOLU = 25% of global emissions!

• Land sector companies (food & beverage, 
FMCG, Forest and Forest Products)

• 1st: Biodiversity mitigation hierarchy –
deforestation free commitments

• Change management practices:
➢ Reduce GHG emissions
➢ Support greater ecosystem service provision
➢ Conserve biodiversity
➢ Resilient supply chains
➢ Support prosperous rural communities
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Means moving operations, adapting supply 
chains & increased business exposure to 

climate change risks

Leading the business community to either 
bear the cost & reduce margins or pass 

costs onto consumers

Example:
Improved Agricultural Practices for soil health

• Soil is a non-renewable resource
• 1,000 years to create 2-3 cm of soil
• Unsustainable agricultural practices 

are leading to losses in soil fertility, 
water retention, erosion etc.

• Declines in agricultural production
• annual loss of 75 billion tons globally 

costs $400 billion USD p.a. in lost 
production

• Increased costs of agricultural inputs
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Example for business:
Improved Agricultural Practices for soil health

➢ Changing management practices can improve soil health whilst reducing GHG emissions
➢ Contribute to net zero whilst generating climate resilience

RESULTS
↗ fertility / nutrient 
↗ SOM
↗ soil carbon
↗water retention
↘GHG emissions

BENEFITS
Climate mitigation
↘ crop loss (drought, 
extreme weather, 
pests etc)
↗ Increase yields

FROM
• Extensive monoculture
• Same crop every year
• Regular ploughing
• Bare soils (winter)
• Extensive fertilizer use

TO
• Crop diversity
• Crop rotation
• No-till practices
• Cover cropping (N-fixing)
• Reduced chemical inputs

BUSINESS VALUE
• Water / biodiversity 

resources
• Climate change mitigation 

and adaptation
• Improved production
• Resilient supply chain
• Sustainable business model
• Support farmer livelihoods
• Reduced costs
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Neutralizing residual emissions:

• Most sectors! (esp. heavy, ‘hard-to-abate’ 
sectors)

• Source and retire high-quality NCS carbon 
removal credits

• ‘Net’ in net zero

• Opportunity:
➢ Restore degraded ecosystems & biodiversity
➢ Contribute to regenerative / nature positive 
➢ SDGs aligned to company focuses

Corporate Action:
Nature in a Net Zero pathway
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Compensating emissions on the journey:

• Most sectors!

• Source and retire high-quality NCS credits

• Raises climate ambition – ‘climate neutral’ on 
journey (pay for emissions reduction elsewhere)

• Emissions reductions & removals

• Opportunity:
➢ Conserve & restore natural ecosystems
➢ Positive impact on biodiversity & communities 
➢ Link to operational footprint
➢ Projects generating SDGs aligned to company focal 

areas

Corporate Action:
Nature in a Net Zero pathway



Clarifying the definition and scope of nature-based 
solutions

• Business has a critical role to play in accelerating projects and 
investments that support climate, nature and people. 

• To unlock investment and ensure credible, high-quality projects 
receive funding, there must be a common understanding of what 
defines a nature-based solution and a natural climate solution.

• At a minimum, both nature-based solutions and natural climate 
solutions should ensure zero net loss for biodiversity. 

• Developing and delivering high-quality NbS and NCS will help drive a 
race to the top and support the achieving of nature and biodiversity 
goals. 
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NbS and NCS Alignment:
Scaling with integrity

• Not all NbS are NCS

• NCS are NbS where non-climate impacts 
(co-benefits) are maximized

• NCS = NbS when:
➢ Based on nature
➢ benefits for nature with no net loss of 

biodiversity
➢ Deliver societal benefits

• Achieved through environmental & social 
safeguards
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NCS:
Quality guidance for companies

• Multi-stakeholder coalition with 50+ organizations dedicated to 
scaling up NCS with integrity

• “Natural Climate Solutions for Corporates”: new high-level 
guide to the credible use of NCS credits as part of corporate 
climate change strategies

• Guardrails for:
➢ Demand-side eligibility: What does a company need to do to 

demonstrate NCS credits are used credibly?

➢ Supply quality: what criteria demonstrate high quality NCS credits 
and standards verifying credits?

➢ Markets & Policy: which principles ensure market integrity

35
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NCS Alliance: 
NCS carbon 

credit quality

WBCSD NCS: 
insetting

WBCSD NCS: 
metrics

WBCSD NCS: 
Soil 

Investment 
Hub

WBCSD: Implementing solutions that address climate 
and Nature together

Broad multi-stakeholder 
coalition, focused on 

shaping industry-wide 
guidelines on best 

practice  and quality 
criteria for use of NCS

Cross-WBCSD 
collaboration on 

insetting interventions, 
MRV, and carbon 

accounting

Identifying key 
economic, social and 

environmental 
indicators for due 

diligence and MRV on 
NCS investments

Coalition working on 
tools and guidance that 

enable food and ag. 
companies to invest in 

soil health



Reduce flooding in urban areas: 
use of green infrastructure

Cost-benefit analysis of storm water 
infrastructure derived from Paterson 
Park Precinct, South Africa, 
implementation of the hybrid in 2018

Most cost-effective + 
additional benefits

Most avoided damages

• Grey : concrete culvert 

• Hybrid : a combination of a 
concrete culvert section and a 
renaturalized stream section

• Nature-based : stream 
renaturalization



Mangroves to buffer coastlines

Estimated $1 billion in 
natural services since 1999

40% of which relate to 
disaster risk reduction



• 9,440 hectares 
restored, 6.4 million 
trees planted

• 96 threatened
species saved

• Reduces landslides
and flooding & 
protects company
infrastructure

• Community benefits

Philippines company promotes watershed
management for multiple benefits



Questions and reflections 

• What questions do you have for our speaker?

• What reflections would you like to share at this 

stage?
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Business 
application of NbS

Jonelle Simunich

Arup

Senior Foresight 

Strategist



Active listening - business applications of NbS

Pay particular attention to the following while listening to the presentations:

• The situation, the business and societal challenge

• Approaches used

• Key stakeholders / enablers involved

• How overcame challenges in applying NbS

• Any other reflections or questions for the speakers
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Regenerative

Cities + Systems

Jonelle Simunich
Regenerative Design

foresight x strategy
Arup

WBCSD NbS in Business



Me



Arup



The challenges we are trying to tackle today all 

focus on the transformation of complex systems. 

This requires integrated approaches across multiple 

components, actors and domains.



NbS at Arup



It’s the future



foresight + ecology

+



NbS in practice 



Planetary Boundaries
Built environment as a tool for regenerating systems



Regenerative Design
Vision and actions at scale



From trends to strategic actions 
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Sustainable Restorative Regenerative

Ambition

Ecology

Approach

Outcome

Sustain existing systems

Preserve and protect 

the current status

Improve components 

and sectors

Reduce or minimise negative 

environmental impacts

Enhance existing systems

Enhance and repair 

damaged ecosystems

Design positive outcomes

and ecological gain

Zero negative environmental impacts 

or positive gains

Reinvent systems

Enable holistic human 

and planetary health

Design integrated and 

self-sustaining living systems

Restored environmental health 

and self-adapting system



Green ribs
Application in UK

Images courtesy of Arup and the Landscape Institute 



Why did we focus on NbS





Shape a better world



Challenges we’ve faced

Developing 
skills

Its not mainstream 
yet, and skills are 

still being developed

Understanding 
context

For most industries 
outside of agriculture, 

there are limited 
examples, knowledge and 

understanding 

Finding 
advocates

When developing new 
ideas, services and 

offerings its integral to 
find, or develop, your 
internal community

Building 
leadership 
capabilities
Roles are developing 

in real time

Aligning 
with tech

Its important to get 
different experts in 
the room together



Push 
Boundaries

Think big

Collaboration 
is key

We’re trying to change 
systems, we must do it 

together

Have a 
vision

And a belief in 
the possible

Try
Failure is part 
of the journey

Talk
To your clients. 
They’re more 

receptive than you 
think

Tips and tricks

Integrate 
Tech

Its is and will 
continue to be key 

to scaling



2050 
Scenarios

bit.ly/3i7fbEa

Regenerative 
Design

bit.ly/2DgWlLO

Planetary 
Boundary 

Cities
bit.ly/2PmIGpd

Arup 
Foresight

Foresight.arup.com

Jonelle Simunich
Sr. Foresight Strategist

jonelle.simunich@arup.com
@jonellesimunich
@residentialred

Feel free to reach out

Thank you for listening



Questions and reflections 

• What questions do you have for our speakers?

• What reflections would you like to share at this 

stage?
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Principles for 
implementing high-
quality NbS

Gerard Bos
IUCN

Director, Global 

Business and 

Biodiversity Program
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International Union for 

Conservation of Nature 

(IUCN)

IUCN is a membership Union 
composed of both government and 
civil society organisations. It 
harnesses the experience, 
resources and reach of its more 
than 1,400 Member 
organisations and the input of 
more than 17,000 experts. This 
diversity and vast expertise makes 
IUCN the global authority on the 
status of the natural world and the 
measures needed to safeguard it.

IUCN – quick intro

https://www.iucn.org/about/union/members
https://www.iucn.org/about/iucn-commissions


Nature-based Solutions - Bottom up solutions driven approach to Natural Capital
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Courtesy of We Value Nature



One solution for multiple challenges
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US$ 65 billion
Flooding damages averted by 

mangroves in China, India, Mexico, 
US and Viet Nam each year

37%

climate mitigation nature-based 

solutions contribute to meeting 

Paris climate goal



A differentiated approach 
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A global standard to facilitate Nature-based Solutions
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• A facilitative standard for design, verification and 

scaling up of NbS to realise IUCN’s ambitious 

transition;

• 8 criteria and 28 indicators

• Based on knowledge co-creation: conservation 

science, social science, traditional knowledge;

• ‘Crowd-sourced’ drafts through two rounds of open 

consultation, 800+ people across 100 countries, 

• Developed to be compatible with the ISEAL Alliance 

Code of Good Practice – revised every four years.

Criteria overview: 

1. Societal challenges

2. Design at scale

3. Biodiversity net-gain

4. Economic viability

5. Inclusive governance

6. Balance trade-offs

7. Adaptive management

8. Sustainability & Mainstreaming



Next week: A deep dive into the IUCN Global Standard for NbS
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•The criteria and indicators

•How it can help build climate and disaster resilience

•The current uptake and a recent Global Standard pilot

•How you can become involved!



Questions and reflections 

• What questions do you have for our speaker?

• What reflections would you like to share at this 
stage?
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We Value Nature & 
Network Nature 
platforms

Jonathan Porter
Oppla

Coordinator



Natural capital and Nature-based Solutions resources
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We Value Nature

• We Value Nature is an EU 
Horizon 2020-funded three-year 
campaign.

• The campaign is supporting 
businesses and the natural 
capital community to make 
valuing nature the new normal 
for businesses across Europe.

• Resources are useful to 
businesses around the world.
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Resources
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We Value Nature training is open

• We Value Nature training materials are available 
under a Creative Commons attribution licence

• You can use and adapt the training materials for 
your own business.

wevaluenature.eu
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NetworkNature

• NetworkNature is a resource for the nature-
based solutions community, creating 
opportunities for local, regional and international 
cooperation to maximise the impact and spread 
of nature-based solutions.

• The project is funded by the European 
Commission under the Horizon 2020 
programme.
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NBS Case studies
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NBS Resources
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Join the community

• News and blogs

• Events

• Interact with NBS experts

• Business training materials

networknature.eu
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Wrap-up & next steps



Today's objectives

Understand what Nature-based Solutions (NbS) are and how 

they can help overcome societal and business challenges,

including climate and disaster risks

Be inspired by a business' experience to integrate NbS

Be introduced to the IUCN Global Standard for NbS as a means to 

implement high-quality NbS
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Mentimeter question

What is your 

key takeaway 

or learning 

point?
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Mentimeter question

What will be 

your next 

action on 

NbS?
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